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Abstract
Signals from rods can alter chromatic discrimination. Here, chromatic discrimination ellipses were determined in the
presence of rod incremental and decremental pedestals at mesopic light levels. The data were represented in a
relative cone Troland space, normalized by discrimination thresholds measured along the cardinal axes without a rod
pedestal. In the quadrant of cone space where L-cone relative to M-cone excitation increased, and S-cone excitation
decreased, rod incremental pedestals degraded chromatic discrimination, and rod decremental pedestals improved
chromatic discrimination. Discrimination in the other three quadrants of cone space was unaffected by the
incremental or decremental rod pedestals. A second experiment measured chromatic discrimination under conditions
where cone pedestals were matched to the appearances of the incremental and decremental rod pedestals. Based on
the matching pedestal data, discrimination then could be measured independently along the cardinal axes using
either chromatic @L0~L ⫹ M!; S0~L ⫹ M!# or luminance ~L ⫹ M! pedestal components. The discrimination data
altered by the rod pedestals were similar to chromatic cone pedestals for L0M increment discrimination, but similar
to luminance cone pedestals for S decrement discrimination. The results indicated that the rod and cone signals
combined differently in determining chromatic discrimination for different post-receptoral pathways.
Keywords: Chromatic discrimination, Rod pedestal, Mesopic, Rod-cone interaction, Post-receptoral pathways

chromatic discrimination ellipses were measured in the presence of
a 20% rod incremental or a 20% rod decremental pedestal contrast
and compared to the discrimination ellipses measured without a
rod pedestal. Because a change in rod signals in the test area are
known to alter the chromaticity and brightness of the test ~Cao
et al., 2005!, the second experiment was designed to determine if
the rod pedestals altered chromatic discrimination by rod contributions to the chromatic and0or luminance pathway.

Introduction
At mesopic light levels, where both rods and cones are operating,
rod activity is reported to degrade chromatic discrimination in
trichromatic observers ~for a review see Buck, 2004!. This has
been attributed to a desaturation effect from rods that leads to a
weakened chromatic signal ~Lythgoe, 1931; Gilbert, 1950!. This
interpretation however, raises several issues. First, rod excitation
does not always lead to a desaturated appearance of a test field, as
the chromaticity shift caused by increased rod activity can be in
directions other than toward white ~Cao et al., 2005!. Second, rod
excitation can improve wavelength discrimination at longer wavelengths ~Stabell & Stabell, 1977b!.
The purpose of this study is to characterize the effect of rod
activity on chromatic discrimination at mesopic light levels. The
experiments were conducted using a four-primary photostimulator
to provide independent control of the stimulation of rods and three
cone photoreceptor types ~Pokorny et al., 2004! at a fixed retinal
locus, and under the same adaptation conditions for both the rod
and cone measurements. There were two experiments. In the first,

Material and methods
Apparatus
A two-channel four-primary photostimulator, which allows independent control of excitation of the rods and three cone types independently ~Shapiro et al., 1996!, generated a center-surround
stimulus configuration. A complete description of the design of the
photostimulator is given by Pokorny et al. ~2004! and an example
of its implementation is detailed in Cao et al. ~2005, 2006, 2007!.
The radiances of the primaries ~dominant wavelengths: 459, 561,
516, and 658 nm! were controlled by amplitude modulation of a 20
kHz carrier fed by an eight-channel analog output Dolby soundcard
~M-Audio-Revolution 7.1 PCI! with a 24 bits digital-to-analog converter ~DAC! operating at a sampling rate of 192 kHz. The output
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of the DAC was demodulated ~Puts et al., 2005! and sent to voltageto-frequency converters that provided 1 µs pulses at frequencies up
to 250 kHz to control the LEDs ~Swanson et al., 1987!. The soundcard with demodulator has a precision of greater than 16 bits ~Puts
et al., 2005!. All stimuli were generated using custom developed
software running on a Macintosh G5 PowerPC computer.
Calibration procedures
The photostimulator was calibrated in two steps. The first pertained to the measurement of the spectral distribution and the
linearization of physical light for each LED. The second involved
observer calibrations to compensate for individual differences in
pre-receptoral filtering and receptoral spectral sensitivities. Details
of the calibration procedures have been described ~Sun et al., 2001;
Pokorny et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2005!.
Observers
Two experienced psychophysical observers, the authors AJZ and
DC, participated in the study. Both observers have normal color
vision ~assessed by the Neitz OT anomaloscope! and hue discrimination ~assessed by the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test!. A
refractive correction lens was placed on the instrument side of the
2 mm artificial pupil for DC. Data were collected at Queensland
University of Technology, Australia, for AJZ, and at the University
of Chicago, USA, for DC. The instrument setup and calibration
procedures were the same in both laboratories. The Institutional
Review Boards at The University of Chicago and Queensland
University of Technology approved all experimental procedures.
Stimuli
The stimulus was a 28 circular field set within a 138 surround. A
white fixation light placed in the center of the stimulus at 7.58
temporal eccentricity. The center and surround fields had a chromaticity metameric to the equal-energy-spectrum with a retinal
illuminance of two photopic Td. The chromaticity was defined in
a relative cone Troland space ~Smith & Pokorny, 1996!, which is
the MacLeod & Boynton ~1979! physiological cone excitation
space with the S0~L ⫹ M! value for an equal-energy-spectrum
light ~EES! normalized to 1.0. The cardinal axes in the cone space
reflect post-receptoral spectral processing in the Parvocellular
~PC-! and Koniocellular ~KC-! pathways. Chromatic discrimination was measured in the presence of rod pedestals ~Experiment 1!,
or cone pedestals that perceptually matched the rod pedestals
~Experiment 2! in the 28 center with a steady surround, and
compared to the data measured without a pedestal. During the
stimulus presentation, an equiluminant change in cone stimulation
along one of eight angles in the cone space was pulsed simultaneously with the rod or cone pedestal in one of the three temporal
intervals ~Fig. 1!. Each 400 ms test stimulus interval was separated
by a 500 ms inter stimulus intervals during which time the center
and surround were isomeric. A pilot study measuring chromatic
discrimination as a function of stimulus duration without the
pedestal indicated that a 400 ms duration was sufficient to return
a minimum discrimination threshold along the L0~L ⫹ M! and
S0~L ⫹ M! axes.
Procedure
Prior to the start of each session, the observer dark-adapted for
30 min to ensure maximal rod sensitivity. Chromatic discrimi-
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nation was determined using a three-alternative forced choice
double staircase procedure, with one staircase for incremental
discrimination and the other for decremental discrimination. In
each trial of a session, the cone stimulation change along one
axis in the cone space was presented in one of the three
intervals. A beep was sounded in the beginning of each interval.
The observer identified the interval and direction of the cone
stimulation changes, by pressing buttons on a gamepad sensed
by the computer. The computer provided a feedback signal by
generating two sounds, one for correct response and one for a
wrong response. The staircase procedure continued until 10
reversals occurred. The values of the last six reversals were
averaged as the threshold of that session. Each angle for each
condition was repeated four to six times on different days with
the mean threshold and standard error reported.
Experiment 1: Chromatic discrimination in the presence
of rod pedestals
Chromatic discrimination was measured for three conditions: ~1!
no pedestal: center and surround had identical rod stimulation,
~2! rod incremental pedestal: rod stimulation in the center was
pulsed as a 20% Weber contrast increment, and ~3! rod decremental pedestal: the rod stimulation in the center was pulsed as a 20%
Weber contrast decrement. Initially, chromatic discrimination thresholds along the cardinal axes ~08, 908, 1808, 2708! in the cone space
for the no pedestal condition were determined. A normalized cone
space was defined with the measured thresholds for the no pedestal
condition along the cardinal axes representing unit distances from
the origin ~Nagy et al., 1987!. In the normalized cone space, the
first or third quadrants show co-varying L0~L ⫹ M! and S0~L ⫹
M! in the same polarity, leading to more purplish ~the first
quadrant! or yellow-greenish ~the third quadrant! percepts. The
second or fourth quadrants show co-varying L0~L ⫹ M! and
S0~L ⫹ M! in an opposite polarity, leading to more blue-greenish
~the second quadrant! or orangish ~the fourth quadrant! percepts.
In the normalized cone space, discrimination was measured along
the diagonal axes ~458, 1358, 2258, 3158! for the no pedestal
condition and the chromatic discrimination ellipse was determined.
Discrimination ellipses for the rod incremental and decremental
pedestals were measured at eight angles between 08–3158 in the
normalized cone space.
Results
Fig. 2 shows the chromatic discrimination data for the no pedestal
~gray symbols!, rod incremental ~open symbols!, and rod decremental ~closed symbols! pedestals at 2 Td for both observers, in
the relative cone Troland space ~left panels! and in the normalized
cone space ~right panels!. In the relative Troland space, the differences among the three conditions appear small, but can be better
visualized in the normalized cone space. Clearly, in the absence of
rod contrast, the major axis of the discrimination ellipse had a 458
angle in the normalized cone space. Rod pedestals changed the
shape of the discrimination ellipse, but in an asymmetric way.
Discrimination along the 08, 2708, and 3158 directions ~fourth
quadrant of the cone space where L-cone relative to M-cone
excitation increased, and S-cone excitation decreased! was degraded with the rod incremental pedestal, but was improved in the
presence of the rod decremental pedestal compared with the no
pedestal condition. Discrimination along other directions ~458–
2258! did not change appreciably for rod incremental or decremen-
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Fig. 1. The schematic representation of the stimulus. A 28 center within a 138 surround is set at 7.58 temporal eccentricity. During a trial, three 400 ms
intervals were presented with 500 ms separation in between. All three intervals had the same rod pedestal with rod Weber contrast of 0, ⫹20%, or ⫺20%.
One of the intervals ~interval 2 in the figure! had a cone chromaticity change along one of the axes in the normalized cone space. The task was to identify
the interval and direction of the cone chromaticity change.

tal pedestals, except for the rod decremental pedestal at 2258 for
AJZ. Discrimination measurement along the 2258 direction required reducing L0~L ⫹ M! and S0~L ⫹ M! simultaneously. For
AJZ, however, the rod decrement pedestal altered discrimination
along the 2708 direction ~S decrement! but along the 1808 direction, we infer that the effect of rod decremental pedestal along the
2258 direction was caused by S-decrement discrimination. In summary, rod increments degraded chromatic discrimination and rod
decrements improved chromatic discrimination in the fourth quadrant of the normalized cone space. The primary changes in the
discrimination ellipse are a shift in the origin and a change in the
length of the minor axes.
Experiment 2: Chromatic discrimination in the presence
of cone pedestals matched to the appearance of rod
pedestals
The second experiment first used a temporal matching technique
~Cao et al., 2005! to characterize test color appearance in the
presence of a rod pedestal. This was done by equating the color
appearance of a rod pedestal to a pedestal in which cone excitations were adjusted. During the stimulus epoch, the rod signal was

modulated as a 1 Hz square wave with steady cone excitations.
During the matching epoch, with steady rod excitation, observers
adjusted the cone signals @L0~L ⫹ M!, S0~L ⫹ M!, and ~L ⫹ M!#
to match the rod percept seen during the stimulus epoch. Observers
could toggle freely between the stimulus and matching epochs
until a satisfactory match was achieved. Details of the matching
paradigm are described in Cao et al. ~2005!. The matches from
three sessions were averaged.
In the second stage of experiment 2, we used the matching
results to decompose the rod incremental and decremental pedestals into component L0~L ⫹ M!, S0~L ⫹ M!, or ~L ⫹ M! cone
pedestals that matched the appearance of the rod pedestals. We
could then measure discrimination with cone pedestals composed
of a single component, or a combination of these components.
Thus, we measured both L0M and S-cone discrimination on cone
pedestals composed of the chromatic L0~L ⫹ M! or S0~L ⫹ M!
component alone, with the luminance ~L ⫹ M! component alone,
and with combined chromatic and luminance components. Measurements were made along the directions where the rod pedestals
altered discrimination threshold ~i.e., 08, L0M increment discrimination, and 2708, S decrement discrimination!. Discrimination
with different cone pedestals was compared to discrimination with
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Fig. 2. Chromatic discrimination data with the three pedestal conditions for observer AJZ ~top row! and DC ~bottom row! in the relative cone Troland cone
space ~left panels! or a normalized cone space based on threshold along the cardinal axes ~right panels!.

the rod pedestals to determine if rod contributions to the postreceptoral chromatic and0or luminance pathways were responsible
for the altered cone chromatic discrimination.
Results
With the 20% rod increment in the test field at 2 Td, the average
data for observers DC and AJZ ~AJZ data in parentheses! show
that the cone match required a 0.7% ~0.6%! decrease in L0~L ⫹
M!, a 0.8% ~0.9%! increase in S0~L ⫹ M!, and an 8.5% ~8.3%!
increase in ~L ⫹ M!. With the 20% rod decrement, the cone match
required a 1.1% ~0.7%! increase in L0~L ⫹ M!, a 6.2% ~10.5%!
decrease in ~L ⫹ M! and no change ~0.8% decrease for AJZ! in
S0~L ⫹ M!. In other words, at 2 Td, with increased rod signals, the
test appeared more blue-greenish and brighter; with a decrease in
the rod signal, the test appeared more reddish and dimmer.
Fig. 3 shows the results for L0M increment ~left panels! and S
decrement ~right panels! discrimination data ~normalized by the

discrimination threshold for the no pedestal condition! with appearance matched cone pedestals decomposed into chromatic and
luminance components. The leftmost columns in each panel in
Fig. 3 show the chromatic discrimination data with the rod pedestals from Experiment 1. Discrimination as a function of rod
pedestal contrast increased monotonically, with a lower threshold
at the rod decremental contrast for L0M increment and S decrement discrimination. For L0M increment discrimination thresholds, the three cone pedestals with a luminance ~L ⫹ M! component,
including “~L ⫹ M!”, “~L ⫹ M! & L0~L ⫹ M!”, and “ALL,” show
a similar pattern, with the no pedestal condition having the highest
threshold. With the L0~L ⫹ M! pedestal however, the L0M increment discrimination threshold shows the same monotonic pattern
as that with the rod pedestals, indicating rod contributions to the
chromatic pathway altered chromatic discrimination. For the S
decrement discrimination ~2708!, the data with the cone pedestals
containing a luminance component, including “~L ⫹ M!”, “~L ⫹
M! and S0~L ⫹ M!”, and “ALL,” were all similar to that with rod
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Fig. 3. L0M increment ~left panels! and S decrement ~right panels! discrimination data with cone pedestals that matched the appearance of the rod pedestals
and the chromatic or luminance components of these cone pedestals for observer AJZ ~top row! and DC ~bottom row!. For L0M discrimination, four cone
pedestals were used: “~L ⫹ M!” for ~L ⫹ M! component alone, “L0~L ⫹ M!” for L0~L ⫹ M! component alone, “~L ⫹ M! and L0~L ⫹ M!” for the
combination of ~L ⫹ M! and L0~L ⫹ M! components, “ALL” for the combination of ~L ⫹ M!, L0~L ⫹ M!, and S0~L ⫹ M! components. For S
discrimination, four pedestals were used: “~L ⫹ M!” for ~L ⫹ M! component alone, “S0~L ⫹ M!” for S0~L ⫹ M! component alone, “~L ⫹ M! and S0~L ⫹
M!” for the combination of ~L ⫹ M! and S0~L ⫹ M! components, “ALL” for the combination of ~L ⫹ M!, L0~L ⫹ M!, and S0~L ⫹ M! components. The
dashed lines indicate the threshold with the rod decremental or incremental pedestals.

pedestal ~right column, Fig. 3!, and we infer that rod contribution
to the luminance pathway contributed to the observed rod pedestal
effect on discrimination.
Discussion
In the present experiments, rods produced asymmetric changes in
cone chromatic discrimination at mesopic light levels. Rod incremental pedestals degraded discrimination, and rod decremental
pedestals improved discrimination for test conditions where Lrelative to M-cone excitation increased, and S-cone excitation
decreased. The chromatic discrimination threshold pattern with rod
pedestals can be characterized as rod contributions to the chromatic ~PC-! pathways for L0M increment discrimination, or to the
luminance ~MC-! pathway for S decrement discrimination.
In an analysis of literature data on chromatic discrimination,
Nagy et al. ~1987! reported that the majority of the 184 discrimination ellipses analyzed had an orientation of 1358 in the normalized cone space. In contrast, we found that the chromatic
discrimination ellipse for the no pedestal condition had a major
axis angle of 458. Yebra et al. ~1994! found the orientation of the
discrimination ellipse changed from 1358 to 458 when the stimulus
size was increased from 28 to 88. In our case, the use of the
parafoveal stimulus presentation and the involvement of rods at a

mesopic light level likely contributed to the change in the measured orientation of the discrimination ellipses.
Rod effects on chromatic discrimination are sometimes inferred
by comparing discrimination obtained following dark adaptation
and cone-plateau conditions following the offset a bright adapting
light ~Stabell & Stabell, 1977b; Nagy & Doyal, 1993; Knight et al.,
1998!. It has been reported that dark-adaptation impairs both L0M
discrimination ~Nagy & Doyal, 1993! and S discrimination ~Knight
et al., 1998!. With our instrumentation and experimental conditions, the size of the discrimination ellipse changed when the test
stimulus was presented with a rod incremental or decremental
pedestal. Discrimination was degraded with the rod incremental
pedestal but improved with the decremental pedestal only in the
fourth quadrant ~08, 2708, and 3158!. Knight et al. ~2001! reported
that rod activity degraded S-decrement discrimination but had
virtually no effect on S-increment discrimination, comparable to
our findings with the rod incremental pedestal. The fourth quadrant in the normalized cone space reflects higher L relative to M
excitation and lower S excitation. The rod contribution to color
perception parallels the discrimination findings here, with rod
increments leading to a more blue-greenish percept and rod decrements to a more reddish percept ~Cao et al., 2005!. It was
speculated ~Stabell & Stabell, 1977a! that rod effects on chromatic
discrimination might be mediated by a higher level mechanism
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that depends on color appearance, because wavelength discrimination was improved at long wavelengths but degraded at short
and middle wavelengths. This proposal does not explain our
discrimination data since cone pedestals that matched the appearance of rod pedestals did not yield equivalent results to the rod
pedestals ~Fig. 3; compare “rod” pedestals to the “ALL” cone
pedestal condition that equates the appearance of the rod pedestals!.
At photopic light levels where the rod response is attenuated,
L0M and S-cone discriminations are best at the adapting chromaticity, and degrade with increasing chromatic contrast between the
test and adapting field ~Zele et al., 2006; Cao et al., 2008!.
Discrimination can be described by a V-shape in a plot of log
threshold as a function of log pedestal L- or S-Tds ~for a review
see Pokorny & Smith, 2004!. Discrimination along the incremental
and decremental directions is quite symmetrical ~e.g., Smith et al.,
2000; Zele et al., 2006; Cao et al., 2008!. Here, with the L0~L ⫹
M! cone pedestal we observed a monotonic relationship between
discrimination threshold and the chromatic contrast between the
test and surround ~Fig. 3!, indicating a rod effect is present at 2 Td.
It follows that rod effects on chromatic discrimination can be
observed in the presence of rod pedestals and L0~L ⫹ M! pedestals
at mesopic light levels.
The second experiment was designed to evaluate whether
changes in cone chromatic discrimination in the presence of incremental or decremental rod pedestals was due to rod contributions to the post-receptoral chromatic and0or luminance pathways.
From the rod0cone color appearance matches, we may infer strong
rod input to the luminance pathway ~L ⫹ M!, weak or no input to
the chromatic ~PC- or KC-! pathway. Cone incremental or decremental pedestals with a luminance component had similar threshold patterns for both L0M increment and S decrement discrimination,
suggesting that when chromatic and luminance components in the
cone pedestals were presented simultaneously, the luminance signals suppressed chromatic signals. The luminance signals from rod
pedestals however, only suppressed chromatic signals in S decrement discrimination, not in L0M increment discrimination. For rod
and cone pedestals, the chromatic discrimination results indicated
different interaction patterns between post-receptoral luminance
and chromatic pathways.
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